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Moving to Cities to Find Work 

 

 
Algerian Arabic transcript: 

 
 ��� ! bonن$%�ه' ((( ه' , A@=?0=7, <=/ب7, وه+ان, ا�8/9%7ا�%$ن �056+ة آ0%/ 23 ((( آ0%/ )' ا�.-ا,+ ,  ((( )' ا

BC/=افم-�م=/دم ی $ر ی$ی+ ,  )H0( ... /H0(distraction/H0/ ((( ,  )M /H0$م7 )H0/ أش؟ )H0/ ا�I$مH0( 7/ ا�F/G' ب/

sport , ))) م$Iیgrande ville/%آ  ,/H0(�RS ري$ S 'Aرا .même 20ی6/ن ب+%� New  و Amherst ه=/ )' ا

Yorkآ 'F/م X0آ X0 .alors +زای$�=� )H0/ 6 ((( آ0%/ 23 )' ا�$ار S^ /ي ))( )' ب[د 5A/ی\ ی@( , '(l’Algérie' ا

la majorité+زای$� آ0%/ ب[د la majorité)' ا�8/9%7 و0b  , c+ ا�=/س �56/ر أ�' HS/03` آ/!� M$ام20 )' ((( )' ا

 un certain آ' ی56+و و ی^f �  .ة آ%0/ ! ��� ب/�^H.7س%/immigrés/@!+( '(  ,+Aآ/!� A/ع , 5A/ی\ آ/!� )' )+!@/

âge�f5[د ی+ی^� ��و �calme . 26  یf�س <^' الi0Fla ville آ05+ م/ <=$h م/ ی$ی+ )' )+!@/ وc )' ,  ی9/ودو ی�

7%8/9^�یf�س <^' , آ\ وا3$ وی2 ی+وح, آ/ی2 أ�'. ی+و3� �^8/9%7 وc یI+ج�, S^ ' وcده` A/ع وی2 ی+و3� 

�fزای+ی$� آ0%/ 3=/ی/ ((( ب/ب/ و ی%/ familles((( و S^ /ي .. .یf�س <^' ا�I$م7, س <^' ا�5I-ة آ%0/ ! ��� !2f )' ا

ا<[ش؟ mS/M ... (((... ی9=' )' دار!/, و M/وS' آ^H` س/آ=20 )' ال ((( )' ا�$زای+, )' 0S-ي وزو, س/آ=20 )' �5[د

`Hی$�� یS '=9 +ی5/ ی2f , ))) '=9 ((( ی9='!, )' �5[د ه%/ م/ذا بH0` ی@6=� مn وا�, les musulman)/م0^0/ت آ0%/ ی �

!I$م� و cب/س <^0=/ ,  ا�R /!7 ه$اك هc rب/س <^0=/ و A/دریmême si'^> 2 آ5/ر 2f! ,même si آ/ب+ی2 ه/ك دا

 26�, $رش یm09 )' ب[د 5A/ی\و �26 أ�' <=$h وا�$یs م2 ب[د 5A/ی\ م/ ((( م/ ی . �$ی=/ا !5f� !@6=� مn وtoujoursو 

la majorité\5/یA م7 )' ب[د$M م/ ی^ /ش '��%@ISprof$0$م' ی/ إم/ واش آ/ی2؟ S $ري .  أ '(  , '(école 

primaire ر�Mc cم' ف (((  و$IS c وla mairie ... 75[س� �ه/دو ه%/ م/ . وIS c$م' آ/ش س05?/ر )' ه$ی

Mم7 و3$ة أ$M m!/س. +ةآ/=�وه+ان آ$ا ,  آ0%/ ا�$زای+les grand villes ,les grand villes  ی5H?� ل<^r بH0/ ا

 les grand villes<^' بS /H0^ ' م6R^7 ((( ا�-<%7 ی9=' )' .  ب-اف و آules opportunités ,travailv/م7 آ/ی2 

ا�=/س , 2 ب/�F/G'آ0%/ )' ا�$زای+ وc )' ((( آ0%/ )' ا�?+یB م/ S^ /یm ویS 2 /ري C�م�ب0\ و C+اC�ار م9%+ی

 م2 بla différence 20 هvا أ�' bonهvا أ�' ((( . 6RS' و هvا ا�A 'F/G/ع ی.� mS/M ب+ة <^' ب+ة م/ آ/!M m$م7

 laوه+ان S +ی5/ آX0 آX0 ی9=' مx03 2 ی9=' , <=/بAlger ,7 آles grand villes /%0)' . ا� +ى و ا�%$ن و آvا

 )))la architecture>/S 7س$=H�م/ .  !y/ع )+!@/ ه6$اula architecture` , ه' م$ن یH ./@!+( /HS]M '=9` ی9=' ا

 مStouriste 2+)$یs م=/ ز<S 7%$ي , وا3$ م/ یm(+9 ی9=' �5[78.  م2 بHS/=0` یSla différence'=9 $ریm دی+ي 

Algerوه+ان '( s0?fS ى,  و+Mی=7 أ$%�  . و هvي ه'. م/ ی $رش ی9+ف ب^' راح 
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English translation: 

 
Well, we say—uh—in the cities, the big cities like—uh—like in the capital Algiers, 
Oran, Annaba, Constantine are—uh—are the places that have job opportunities. They 
have job opportunities and many people; they have—uh—they have things to do. There, 
one could play sports, work—uh— It is like that in a big city, as you can see. Also here in 
the USA, between Amherst and New York, they are not the same. So, in Algeria, in 
Algiers—uh—like in my house you find—uh— In the Kabylie1, the majority of people 
living there are old, people who spent most of their live working in—uh—in Algiers – in 
the capital, or the majority in the Kabylie lived in France – they were all immigrants in 
France. We call them smagra in colloquial. When these people get old and reach a certain 
age, they return to the countryside to rest. An old man doesn’t have anything to do in 
France or in the city – he is looking for tranquility. But, you would find all their children 
living where? In the capital – they go to the capital or abroad. There are some – it 
depends on the person – who go somewhere looking, as we say in Algeria, for the bread: 
looking for a job—uh— And you would find families, like us—uh—my father and 
mother live in the countryside – in Tizi Ouzou – and all my siblings live in the—uh—in 
Algiers—I mean, in our home—uh— But why? Although they prefer to live in the 
countryside with their parents— We—uh—I mean, as they say, I mean pretty much—
uh—I mean, for Muslim families, we were raised like this even if we are grown, well-off 
and able to work, it is always like this: we work and are well-off but still we love to live 
with our parents. But for those whose parents are in the Kabylie, they—uh—they cannot 
live in the Gabalili area; the majority cannot find a job in the Gabalili area. What is there? 
You can either be a school teacher – in primary school – or be working in—uh—in the 
town hall, or you can work in a hospital where you live. These are the only jobs – there 
aren’t others. For this, people go to the big cities: big cities like Algiers and Oran. There, 
there are many job opportunities and things. And that is why you find the problem of—
uh—traffic. I mean, in the big cities like Algiers, in—uh—places like the road, you 
cannot find space to park cars. They are filled with people and people complain about 
that. But all of these people come because outside [Algiers] there are no jobs. This is—
uh—well, this is the difference between the countryside and the city. In the big cities like 
Algiers, Annaba and Oran, they are all pretty much the same I mean in terms of the—
uh—the architecture—I mean, their architecture. These cities were—I mean—left by 
France; they have French architecture. I mean, you cannot see the difference between 
them [the cities]. One could not know the place. I mean if you, for example, take a tourist 
from Algiers to Oran, he would know that he is in another city. And this is all.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Kabylie: The region in Northern Algeria which is mostly populated by the Kabyle people, one of four 
different groups in Algeria claiming Berber ethnicity. 
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